
Elegant slim and fast, with
awesome sound quality.

ProAc RESPONSE TRITOWER



Specification

Nominal Impedance 4 ohms

Recommended Amplifiers 5 - 150 watts

Frequency Response 35Hz - 30Khz

Sensitivity 90db linear for 1 watt @ 1 metre

Bass Driver (3) 41⁄2” (115mm) ProAc coated anodised aluminium unit

Midrange Driver 41⁄2” (115mm) ProAc unit with R1SC cone material and special surround

Tweeter 1” (25mm) soft silk dome with neodymium magnet with radial fin cooling

Crossover HQC network with multi layer design, finest components wired with 

multi strand oxygen free cable, and split for bi/wiring-amping

Dimensions 43” high (1100mm) on plinths with spiked feet

51⁄2” wide (140mm)

63⁄4” deep (170mm)

Weight 40 lbs (18Kgs) each cabinet

Mode Floorstanding

Grille Acoustically transparent crimplene

Finish Real wood veneers in Cherry, Black Ash, Maple, Mahogany with Birds Eye Maple 

and Ebony to order at extra cost

* Due to our policy of continuous improvement specifications are subject to change without notice.
Cabinets pictured are finished in cherry real wood veneer. Since wood is a natural product both colour and grain patterns may vary.
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For the last 2 years ProAc has been developing a tall, very
slim loudspeaker with audiophile sound quality and home
cinema power. The cabinet, measuring only 1100mm x
140mm x 170mm houses a three way design using high
tech drive units. In true ProAc tradition this enclosure is
floor ported for bass quality and room placement.

These very sl im speakers have awesome power,
unbelievable bass quality, slam and timing. Each speaker
has three 41⁄2” bass drivers, the cones of which are made
from aluminium with a special coating to damp
resonances. They have a piston like action ensuring deep,
powerful and clean bass response. The drive units are
seamlessly mated together with a brand new multi layer
crossover design.

The midrange, using the same cone as the fabled
Response 1SC, is housed in its own enclosure. This is to
stop any interference from the bass drivers, and the 1” silk
dome tweeter is placed between the bass and midrange
drive units.

The Response TriTower has true high-end sound quality, it
is also an excellent match with the ProAc Hexa system and
all other ProAcs for home cinema use, ideal for standing
each side of a flat screen. 


